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                Request property marketing plan

                You're one step away from getting a free marketing plan that shows how we'll sell your home for the most amount of money in the least amount of time - hassle free.
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                Looking to Refinance?

                We've got you covered. Fill out the form below and we'll be happy to find a solution tailored to your needs.
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                Finance a Home

                We've got you covered. Fill out the form below and we'll be happy to find a solution tailored to your needs.
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                Let us help you sell your home.

                You’re one step away from getting a free marketing plan that shows how we’ll sell your home for the most amount of money in the least amount of time - hassle free.
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                            The Best Service in the area, we guarantee it.

                        

                        
                            Privately Held - Locally Owned - Veteran Operated Small Business.
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                            Find your new home with our easy search options, schedule a walk through or view homes safely by utilizing our Virtual Walk Throughs. Ask about our homes coming soon. 
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                            Sell A Home 

                        

                        
                            Get a cash offer from our Instant Offers program, or leverage one of our Professional Real Estate agents. We are here to help from contract to a successful close of escrow. 
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When it comes to buying and selling homes safely in this new world we utilize the latest technology to keep you, your family, and your data safe.
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                    "...very professional, knowledgeable, friendly and helpful..." 

                    Ryan sold our house in no time. Using high tech, we had enough offers in one weekend, that we could decide whom to sell our house to. He is very professional, knowledgeable, friendly and helpful. People he hired to interact with us were also professionals. He has a great team. He is excellent in communication with buyer and seller. My wife and I would recommend him over and over. Thank you Ryan Ottosen.

                    John S.

                

            

            
                
                    "...great job of communicating..."

                    We've been lucky to have Ryan assist us on a number of sales and his team always does a great job of communicating what's needed and providing us with info necessary. 24/7/365 They haven't disappointed!!!
                    

                    Sue B.

                

            

            
                
                    "Thank you for your hard work."

                    Chris Beyer is an exceptional human being and great realtor. We are very fond of Chris and established a great rapport. 
                    We would recommend Chris, Ryan and all the capital and influence Team. 
 Chris knew what our wants and needs were, he was aware of our budget and knew what a VA requirement loans expect which made our 
                    transition in achieving our goal much easier. 
                    It was a hard road, we searched for our home for over 6 months with Chris. We had worked with other realtors, and they didn't attempt to work as hard as Ryan and the Capital Influence Team did. We are now proud owners of our dream house.
                    
Chris and his team at Capital and Influence were patient, informative and really listened to us. They addressed any concerns and explained the process every step of the way.
                    
Thank you for your Hard work.
                    

                    Frank & Yvette Gonzales

                

            

             
                
                    "...Ryan is by far the BEST realtor we’ve ever worked with..."

                     Thanks for everything Ryan. Your and your team are a blessing to us
                    

                    Roland R.

                

            

            
                
                     "...Ryan meets all expectations..."

                     Thank you from the bottom of my heart to you Ryan and your whole team. Having moved 6 times in the last 20 years, This time was so seamless and professionally done particularly in our situation. Great job!!!                    

                    Ralph R.

                

            
 
            
                
                    "Ryan and his team at Capital & Influence are top notch!"

                    They kept us informed of every aspect the listing process, showings, and sale. We've bought and sold several houses in the past, and most of those transactions were stressful. Ryan's communication every step of the way and availability for any questions was really appreciated and made the entire process less stressful. The expertise of Ryan and his team in prepaing the house for sale, promoting the sale, and finding the right buyer was instrumental in the house selling quickly at the price we wanted and for the closing going off without a hitch. I can recommend Capital & Influence, and especially Ryan, with complete confidence. He goes out of his way to make selling or buying a home a positive experience.

                    Lois Templin

                

            

            
            
              
                
                    "Ryan is amazing!"

                     He knows the market, how to negotiate, and more importantly- how to take care of his clients. 10/10. Will be calling him once we are ready for our next property!

                    Beau Peterson (beautheveteran)

                

            

            
            
              
                
                    "If it wasn’t for Chris there’s no way that I would’ve ended up in this dream home.."

                     My agent was Chris Beyer and he by far is the best agent that my family and I have ever used. He is extremely dedicated to making sure you get everything that you are looking for and a lot more. He is extremely commutative and never leaves you confused. Chris is very persistent and always on top of everything and if he doesn’t know the answer he will figure it out extremely fast. If it wasn’t for Chris there’s no way that I would’ve ended up in this dream home that I just moved into. Not only will we always use Chris as our real estate agent but he is also become our friend. He has an amazing personality and a great attitude with everything that he does and I appreciate everything that he did more than he knows. Thank you Chris for everything that you did for me. 
                    

                    Jake DeFrancesco

                

            

            
            
              
                
                    "Ryan Ottosen and his team at Capital & Influence are the BEST."

                     They balance a personal touch with the latest technology to successfully handle your all of your real estate needs. I especially love that they are a Veteren owned company.
                    

                    Kelli Holmes

                

            

            
            
             
                
                    "Always easy to talk to."

                     They keeped us well informed throughout the process and very patient w/ us while answering all our complicated questions. Definitely a group I will continue working with in the future
                    

                    E Hernandez

                

            

            
            
             
                
                    "Ryan is the guy you need.."

                     Ryan is the guy you need, especially if the other party tries to bust a move on you and blow up the deal.  He is a true operator with all the tools needed to win on your behalf.
                    

                    CAVU International

                

            

            
            
             
                
                    "Ethics and morals are on point!!!"

                     Working with Ryan and Traci is easy because of their vast knowledge and attention to detail. Ethics and morals are on point!!!
                    

                    Brett Rockwell

                

            

            
            
             
                
                    "The quality of service is top notch!"

                     Very professional and friendly. They really care about their customers. Mike Davis is all about finding the perfect home for his clients!!
                    

                    Kerri Wike

                

            

            
            
             
                
                    "...expert real estate advice/counseling..."

                     Unparalleled follow up, and expert real estate advice/counseling communicated through considerable patience.
                    

                    Ryan Wong
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              Sorry, we couldn’t find '' ×Close

              
                Please check the spelling, try clearing the search box, or try reformatting to match these examples:

                
                  Address: '123 Main St, Anytown'

                  Neighborhood: 'Downtown'

                  Zip: '98115'

                  City: 'Anytown' or 'Anytown, State/Province'

                  MLS number: 'MLS# 38065544'
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